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Wildling Shoes named finalist for the 2021 German Founders Award

Extraordinary growth guided by ecological and social commitment

Engelskirchen, June 11, 2021 – Wildling Shoes GmbH is among the three finalists for
the 2021 German Founders Award in the “Rising Star” category, which honors
exceptional entrepreneurial achievements following a company’s founding. The award
recognizes young companies that have faith in their own vision and bring it to fruition
in a creative and dynamic way. “Wildling has successfully and uncompromisingly
implemented its innovative idea of giving feet as much freedom as possible, winning
fans the world over. The notion of the shoe has been entirely re-engineered, with
materials that even include paper,” explains the Founders Award jury.

“We founded Wildling because we wanted to re-imagine footwear. Right from the start, our

aim was to measure success not simply in terms of sales figures, but to weave our values –

like environmental responsibility, fairness, and commitment – into the company. The fact that

we have succeeded in achieving extraordinary growth specifically as a company with

ecological and social ambitions is a terrific signal and a tremendous incentive for us to

continue on this path,” adds Anna Yona, founder and managing director of Wildling Shoes.

Minimal shoes for strong feet

Wildling shoes establish a direct proximity to the ground, allowing the wearer to rediscover

natural movement patterns. A full 98% of people are born with healthy feet, yet not even half

of us can maintain this foot health into adulthood. The sole of Wildling’s minimal shoes

ranges in thickness from a mere 1.5 to 4.5 millimeters, enabling us to consciously experience

the ground beneath our feet again. This challenges the muscles more than conventional

shoes, strengthening the feet and letting them move freely and flexibly.

Movement doesn’t stop at our feet: Creating space and moving people

Wildling shoes are produced fairly and sustainably in Europe and made primarily from

renewable raw materials. But the company isn’t stopping there. The goal for the coming

decade is to secure 500,000 hectares of land for renaturalization and regenerative



agriculture; to invest EUR 50 million in solutions for protecting the climate and in creating an

even more sustainable supply chain as well as alternative work models; and to impact 100

million people through the Wildling Community to create a platform for diversity, equity,

reconciliation, and fair, meaningful work.

Award ceremony in September

In the context of the 2021 German Founders Award, three outstanding companies have been

nominated in each of the two categories, Start-Up and Rising Star, by the Founders Award

jury, which is made up of representatives from the partners stern, Sparkassen, ZDF, and

Porsche, as well as the award’s sponsors.

About Wildling Shoes
Since 2015, Wildling Shoes has been creating, producing, and distributing minimal shoes for
children and adults, and views itself as part of a great re:generation. Wilding wants to play a
part in confronting the elementary challenges of our generation – climate change and global
injustice – with a new way of working and doing business. Fair manufacturing conditions,
sustainably produced raw materials, renaturation, climate protection, the circular economy,
and New Work are the cornerstones for working regeneratively at all levels. Some 200
co-workers work in line with remote-first principles throughout Germany in pursuit of this goal.
www.wildling.shoes

https://www.wildling.shoes/

